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Remember: Reporting is not 
the same as explaining

• Preparing financial statements and computing key ratios is not enough
• You must be able and prepared to provide meaningful analysis
• You must communicate this in a timely fashion
• Remember yet again, your goal is to provide information that will lead to

informed decision making



A Brief Review of Key Metrics
- The way outsiders look at you

• Of Hulls and Engine Rooms
• The comprehensive picture of your organization’s 

current financial position is critical to assessing the 
soundness of its “hull”.  Remember that if the hull is 
sound, you have an opportunity to work on things 
occupying the deck.  If it isn’t, well then, you may be 
rearranging deck chairs on your version of the 
Titanic.

• Understanding the nature, timing and extent of your 
cash flows is tantamount to making sure that the 
“engines” are running.  Any naval person will tell you 
that as long as the engines run, the ship’s heart is 
beating.  If the engines quit (cash flows dry up), a lot 
of bad things start happening quickly.



Thoughtful Devout
Balance sheet Theological Sem. Divinity School

Cash & Investments 500,000               6,000,000       
Other current assets 1,000,000           500,000          

Total current assets 1,500,000           6,500,000       

Property, plant & equipment 11,000,000         11,000,000    

Total assets 12,500,000         17,500,000    

Current liabilities 750,000               750,000          

Long term debt 6,000,000           6,000,000       

Total liablities 6,750,000           6,750,000       

Net assets
Without restrictions 5,000,000           10,000,000    
With restriction 750,000               750,000          
Total 5,750,000           10,750,000    

Total liabilities & net assets 12,500,000         17,500,000    



Thoughtful Devout
Statement of Operations Theological Sem. Divinity School

Tuition 1,500,000           1,500,000       
Contributions 500,000               1,000,000       
Other program revenue 250,000               250,000          

Total revenue 2,250,000           2,750,000       

Operating expenses other than D& A 1,250,000           1,250,000       
Depreciation & amortization 500,000               500,000          

Total operating expenses 1,750,000           1,750,000       

Operating income 500,000               1,000,000       

Interest on LTD 300,000               300,000          

Change in net assets 200,000               700,000          



Thoughtful Devout
Statement of Cash Flows Theological Sem. Divinity School

Cash flows provided by (used in)

Operations 700,000               1,200,000       
Proceeds from LTD -                        1,000,000       

Invested in PP&E (500,000)             (500,000)         
Payments on LTD (250,000)             (250,000)         

Net change in cash flows (50,000)                1,450,000       



Thoughtful Devout
Ratios Theological Sem. Divinity School

Current ratio (CA/CL) 2.00                      8.67                 

Quick or Acid Test (Cash+Inv./CL) 0.67                      8.00                 

Debt to Equity (TL/NA) 1.17                      0.63                 

Times Interest Earned 2.50                      1.43                 
(Change in N/A+Interest Exp)/Interest Exp.

Debt Service Coverage 1.27                      2.18                 
Operating Cash Flows/(Interest & Principle payments on Debt)

Leverage Ratio (Total Debt/EBITDA) 6.00                      4.00                 

Cash + Investments to Net Assets 8.70% 55.81%

Net Assets to Annual OPEX 3.29                      6.14                 

Cash  & Investment to Annual OPEX 28.57% 342.86%



Seize the Opportunity
• Normal times often make reporting and analysis routine,

perhaps…mundane
• Gateway or crisis events often provide opportunity for bold leadership and

fresh perspective….answering the question: What does this mean?
• E.g. examining the economics of a long-term commitment to remote learning

• These events, however, may not always be externally driven. They can be
internally driven. E.g. alienation of donor constituency

• CFO’s must be able to spot the potential for such events, quickly assess the
potential risk, and devise an appropriate response.

• It helps to have gamed scenarios based on the risk assessments



Critical Relationships
• Your President/CEO

• They must and should trust you. If they don’t, “Houston….we have a problem”
• They must value your expertise and opinion

• Remember, your opinion should be based upon what you KNOW, not what you THINK
• They must consult with you as necessary prior to making critical decisions for

which you can provide useful information
• Understand their weaknesses and vulnerabilities; protect them as you would

yourself
• In your environment, remember that while God may grant the president a vision,

He may very well expect you to be the voice that reminds everyone God still
expects us to use our gifts of reason and common sense.



Critical Relationships
• Your independent auditors

• A valuable source of assurance for everyone, including you
• Should absolutely bring more value to the exchange than the mere submission

of an opinion. E.g.
• Advice on structure of internal controls
• Advice on changes in accounting standards
• Benchmark data from other organizations

• Always consult on matters upon which they will later opine
• It avoids hassles later on



Critical Relationships
• Your Risk Advisors/Insurance Brokers

• Critical for purposes of assessing risks and insuring appropriately
• Some broker/agents are really fair about this….others not so much
• In any case, if they tell you that you don’t need coverage, it is money out of

their pocket
• There are fee based risk advisors who help you assess risk and purchase

insurance on a completely independent basis but they aren’t cheap
• In any case, you still need objective assessments from professionals in the field of

risk management. Insurance is simply too complex to do without it



Critical Relationships
• Your bankers

• Relationships, preferably long-term, are absolutely essential in this area
• Like all relationships, these should be based upon mutual respect and trust and

reflect transparency and authenticity
• It is as important for you to know the comfort level of your banker as it is for him

to know yours
• You must understand the bank’s limitations and/or capacity to service your debt

needs and what metrics they will use to make decisions in your regard
• Bankers HATE surprises…good or bad…and so should you.

• Always let them know what to expect even if that means making it clear you are not
sure yourself



Critical Relationships
• Your lawyers

• Any CFO will likely benefit from having access to a counselor with knowledge of
your particular environment

• There are a plethora of decision points, especially in the typical environment of
an ABHE member CFO, that are ripe for the informed advice of a good and
capable attorney.

• You should have such a relationship in place, preferably on a fee basis that
doesn’t mean every time you pick up the phone and call you are “nickel and
dimed”. However, it is highly unlikely that any such call will ever cost more than
the one you make after a bad decision that could have been avoided.

• I am about to be mean. Always remember that lawyers, even the best, are
always lawyers. They tend to think about things in strictly legal terms. Sometimes
that is problematic. Just remember, preachers and lawyers killed Jesus.



Critical Relationships
• Your peers

• If you can survive without any peers to bounce things off of, you are a better
man than I.

• Peer relationships bring richness to the fabric of our lives and enhance our
professional competency. It is much better to have a trusted friend tell you that
you’ve lost your mind than to hear it from your CEO or Board.

• Surround yourself with such people. Make sure they are at least as smart as you
and love you enough to tell you the truth. Remember, iron sharpens iron.



Knowing the right questions

Do I have a handle on the 
basics?
• Financial position

• Results of operations

• Cash flows

Have I completed an enterprise 
risk assessment?
• Are economic/financial 

uncertainties adequately included?

• Are insurable risks adequately 
covered?

Have I addressed cyber-security 
adequately?

Are the basics of HR, Financial 
Aid, and other areas subject to 
regulation adequately 
attended by competent 
personnel or properly 
outsourced?
Are the critical policies that 
address financial and 
operational integrity clearly in 
place, up to date, and faithfully 
monitored by your Board?

What is the collective “mood” 
of your various stakeholders?
• Any storm clouds brewing?



CONCLUSION
• Excellence never happens 

accidentally; EFFORT is 
always required.

• A personal note:  Beware the 
danger of overload and 
general fatigue…esp. now.  
Fight this with prioritization, 
proper “portioning”, and 
zealous time management.

• And remember, you DO NOT 
have to be perfect.  .300 will 
get you in the hall of fame.

THANK YOU VERY MUCH!
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